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Going somewhere? Or just getting back?
 

Great vacation photos—too bad you can't remember where you took them.  And wouldn't it have been terrific to find a pizza joint when you bumped into your college buddy in that little ski town? Well, by making Google Maps and Google Earth do your bidding, you can find out not only where you're going, but where you've been. Get an aerial view of the beach in that picture. Pinpoint every Thai takeout in your girlfriend's zip code.  Plan the Great International Rollercoaster Tour.    

Here's how.    

Get Going    

Create applications that let you do all this and more    

	Make maps that reveal statistical data
	Plot routes to include or avoid key factors
	Build a community site
	Create a realtor's presentation
	Calculate distances for routes
	Show where your holiday photos were taken
	Merge Flickr photos onto a map
	Highlight archaeological information


Companion Web site    

Visit http://maps.mcslp.com to find full source code for all hacks and mods in the book, working examples, ongoing information about Google Maps and Google Earth, a blog, and more.     

       About the Author
   Martin "MC" Brown is the author of numerous computer books and a devoted mapping geek. He's a regular contributor to ServerWatch.com and IBM developerWorks, and he is currently a member of the MySQL Documentation Team. His expertise spans multiple platforms and development languages.
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Essential LightWave v9: The Fastest and Easiest Way to Master LightWave 3DWordware Publishing, 2007
When NewTek announced the upcoming release of LightWave v9, we immediately began planning a new edition of the Essential book with hopes of releasing it around the time that LightWave v9 shipped. However, we decided early on that racing through the production was not our highest priority. Rather, our goal was to produce the most complete and...
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Workshop Processes, Practices and Materials, Third EditionNewnes, 2004
Essential reading for all students new to mechanical engineering workshop practice     

   Workshop Processes, Practices and Materials is an ideal introduction to the workshop environment for students ready to embark on a career in engineering, or anyone who will be making use of an engineering workshop.
...
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Language Teacher Cognition: A Sociocultural PerspectivePalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book explores the topic of teacher cognition, making use of sociocultural theory as a framework to understand what teachers know, think, believe and do in their professional contexts through ‘applied’ conversation analysis. The author examines what teaching and learning mean to teachers by analyzing the interactional work they...
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A First Look at SQL Server 2005 for DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004
Sql server 2005 contains features that constitute the biggest
change since the internal server rewrite of SQL Server 7. This is true
from both programmability and data model viewpoints. This chapter
describes SQL Server 2005 in terms of .NET programmability, SQL:1999
compliance, user-defined types (UDTs), and XML integration to...
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Statistics for Censored Environmental Data Using Minitab and RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	
		Praise for the First Edition

	
		" . . . an excellent addition to an upper-level undergraduate course on environmental statistics, and . . . a 'must-have' desk reference for environmental practitioners dealing with censored datasets."

		—Vadose Zone Journal

	
		Statistical Methods for...
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Windows 10 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	A complete, detailed Windows 10 reference for beginners and power users alike


	Windows 10 Bible is one of the most thorough references on the market with complete coverage of Windows 10. Whether you're a beginner seeking guidance or a power-user looking for fresh tips and tricks, this book contains everything you...
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